
Solidarity card from the fourth Intergalactical encounters
on the ZAD of NDDL

to the peoples, organisations, collectives
who struggle against the capitalist hydra

To our comrades who struggle at the bottom on the left on the five continents, for another world
where many worlds exist,

We, signatory organisations,

From the ZAD de Notre-Dame-des-Landes, France,

As a result of the intergalactical encounters that occured on August 2020, we are sending our solidarity
greeting to all the struggles which had been represented during these encounters, as well as to
those which reflect in it.

We reaffirm, as the central axis of our struggles, the character :

Anti-patriarchal,
Anti-capitalist,

Anti-colonialist,
Anti-imperialist,

In defence of the Earth, the Territory and With the Oppressed.

Justice for everybody !

In the same way, we reaffirm the will to keep on weaving solidarity and fighting links beyond borders,
more than ever necessary to defend our home world and to be united against this destructive system.

So, with these greetings, we reiterate our solidarity with :

- The Palestinian people and anti-Zionist struggles,

- The struggle against a second airport in Jeju-do (South Corea)

- The Hong-Kong popular struggle,

- Kichwa struggles in Ecuador, Mapuche and Chiliean peoples and with all other struggles in
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-  Zapatist  and  Abejas  communities  in  Chiapas,  as  well  as  with  other  struggles  for  free

determination in Mexico,

- TheBerlin Latinoamerican Bloc and with migrant organisations, wherever they are based, that

represent and fight for a world without borders,

- Self-managed canteens and everyone who feeds struggles and people rejected out the system,

- Every oppressed people as well as the ones repressed by police violence, as it has been carried

by the members of « Justice et Vérité pour Babacar » collective,

-  Ecological  and  decolonialist  struggles  in  Martinique  and  in  other  so-called  « overseas »

territories, still colonised, exploited and oppressed by the French State,

- Self-determimation struggles led by Basques, Bretons, Catalans and Corsicans,

- Struggles against mega-projects, mainly mining and logging, carried by Papuan people and

other Indonesian peoples who defend their cultures and their identities,

- The Rojava autonomous experience and those who are building it,

- Struggles against the project to extend the port of Nantes-St Nazaire, Brittany, France,

- Struggles for liberation and respect for genders

- The popular democratic struggle in Algeria,

- The Yo Allah Suuren Panafrican movement which undergoes neo-colonial policies of the

French State as well,

- Struggles of precarious and migrant workers in Spain, in France and in all other countries,

- And specially with all women and gender dissidents who are struggling.

We denounce this system which daily kills and divides, using borders, walls, polices, prisons, injustices
and mercantilization of life and the earth.

We denounce and will keep on fighting against western and multinational companies that oppress us
and further oppress our sisters and brothers in colonised territories again and again.

To that purpose, we know we must continue in looking for different ways of living and
increasing resistance and disobedience to confront capitalist authoritarianism.



We deplore and recognise that this list is not exhaustive, that we are many more, engaged in building
up a  vessel  Earth  which  will  carry  us  to  a  galaxy  providing shelter  and food to  each  one  of  its
inhabitants.

We acknowledge the ZAD de NDDL and its struggle which have permited to organise and welcome
these intergalactical encounters in the Ambazada.

We insist on the importance of multiplying these events in which we meet, we recognise each other, we
exchange, we reflect, we improve and that strengthen us.

As long as they touch one of us, they touch all of us !

ZAD de NDDL, Friday the 28th of August 2020.


